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Today’s talk: 
 
Part 1) 
Liquid- Gas : 
Spreading & Evaporation 
 
Part2 ) 
 Liquid-solid  with inhomogeneous T 
 
 
Latent heat is crucial in these examples 
 
Phase changes in inhomogeneous T are  
still  unsolved . Usual GL theory is inapplicable. 
  



n: number density, e: internal energy density  
 

Definition of T: 
at fixed n 

Part1:   Gas-Liquid   in one-component fluids: 

gradient  

Entropy 

Internal energy 

regular（bulk)     gradient  

regular（bulk) 

internal energy  
density 

 valid for inhomogeneous T  



Stress tensor for K=0 

reversible stress + viscous stress (η,ζ )  

const. 

van der Waals 

Ｋｏｒｔｅｗｅｇ ｓｔｒｅｓｓ (1901)  



 Stress Π contains gradient terms 



Entropy production >0 if no heat from outside. 
We require  

Gradient terms are automatically determined 

  



2-3.  Bubble is attracted  to  

     heated wall. Apparent partial  

              wetting 

  
T is flat within  bubble 
= Tcx(p)  due to latent 
heat convection 

2D simulations (Onuki PRE 2004) 

Pressure is nearly homogeneous. 
Interface is nearly on  
the coexistence curve. 



2-4. Wall is covered by gas. 
Latent heat transport is suppressed 

Large gradient in gas film 

 

λ= An   (λ liq/λ gas =5)  
 



2.5  Efficient heat 
transport by flow along 
wetting  layer, no gravity          

Steady flow, but drying 
for larger Tbot. 
Heat pipe mechanism. 



Boiling:Tt=0.77,Tb=0.94 to  1 
8-1. Boiling: gravity applied ,  Tt/Tc=0.77 , 

Tb/Tc  is changed from 0.94 to 1 at t=34000 



Simulation: axysymmetric (3D) 600 x 600  
Teshigawara &Onuki PRE2011 

• temperature 
Bottom of the substrate :  given constant 

    Ceiling :  given constant 
Side wall :  insulating  

• density 
Boundary condition on number density 

T=Tw :wall bottom  z= -Hw 
Thermal diffusion equation  
  in solid  

side wall 

ceiling 

substrate 

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Here I will explain the setting of our simulation.We consider a cylindrical container  in three dimensions. The geometry is axisymmetric. This figure shows the right half of the cross section of the cylinder.The black region represents liquid phase and white one gas phase. We fix temperature of the bottom of the substrate and that of the ceiling.They are given constants. The side wall is thermally insulating.In the solid substrate temperature obeys the thermal diffusion  equation. Thus the substrate has a finite thermal conductivity.These conditions are the boundary condition on number density.These conditions determine the wettability. And our system size is on the nanometer scale  if the thickness of the interface is on the angstrom scale.And we assume no gravity.



Plate temperature Tw  was not higher than  
initial liquid temperature 

Complete wetting case 

Fast growth of precurser  
film due to evaporation and condensation   

Large wetting parameter  Φ1 ⇒ Precursor film extension 

a) Precursor film formation  
in complete wetting  

Precursor film 




  
  

Time evolution 

Film  thickness = constant.  Film expands mainly due to 
condensation (or flow from the droplet body is smaller).  



 re (t) : edge radius  Nl (t) :particle number in liquid 
Condensation  occurs for cooled wall  

T0= 0.875 Tc ,  Tw = 0.870 Tc  



A hot spot appears due to condensation at edge on a cooled wall 

T at z=0 

Substrate temperature is inhomogeneous 



fluid 

Bird view of temperature around hot spot 

solid 



 

 

Local evaporation rate J= n (v int –v). normal vector 

J>0: condensation, J <0: evaporation   

Film Droplet body 



b) Droplet evaporation in partial wetting 



Evaporation rates 

All surface 

Near contact line 

short time Long time 

On long times  
evaporation occurs only  
at contact line 

J: 



Leidenfrost effect: droplet 
detachment by strong heating   

On wall T/Tc is changed  
from 0.875 to 0.975 

Gas pushes 
   liquid droplet 

No gravity 

Thin vapor layer formed 




Part 2) solid-liquid (one-component) 
anisotropic  strains e2 & e3  

Takae & Onuki, Pre (2011) 
φ:  Phase field 

Here linear  elasticity 



Hydrodynamics + elasticity+ phase transition  2D  



Example1) “Ice on a hot plate” 

ρlsolid >  ρliq ρliq<  ρsolid  
outgoing flow incoming  flow 



Temperature around heated ice 
Blue: solid,   red: liquid 

attached to wall detached from wall 

Latent heat cools the liquid region 



Example2 )Ice cube in 
 warm liquid in shear flow 

Latent heat due to melting cools liquid 
Shear flow accelerates melting  



Generalization to account for plasticity  

Jumps among multiple minima  
induce  dislocations   



Compressed crystal rod  
undergoes plastic deformation 
and  subsequent melting 

Dislocations  
induce slip. 
  
 



Elastic energy density and temperature around 
plastically deformed region (botom) 

Viscous heating Latent heat cooling upon melting 



evaporation  
  and condensation  

3 Wetting dynamics: evaporation, 
spreading,….  

4 Marangoni effect in mixtures  
 

  Summary 
 

1. Two-phase dynamics with evaporation   
and condensation  

2. Wetting dynamics: evaporation, 
spreading,….  

3 Solid-liquid with elasticity in flow   

 

Many important problems in future:  

In real systems: multi-component fluids !  

Boiling (water+air), Marangoni convection 
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